Cloud Analytics Strategy and Roadmap Offering
Industry Insight
Migrating BI and analytics platforms to the
cloud offers tremendous upside, providing
greater flexibility and scalability, particularly
for organizations seeking to offer more selfservice capabilities to their citizen data
scientists. However, the process of
transitioning BI from legacy on-premises
systems to the cloud isn't always as simple as
it may seem.
Companies must plan their migration paths
carefully, otherwise be prepared to face
unexpected challenges such as higher than
expected costs related to migration, dual
environments, overlapping functionality,
further data proliferation, security complexity
between on-prem and cloud services, and a
multi cloud vendor overlap.

Our Approach
truData Solutions leading practices help our
clients to plan effectively, ensuring a
successful Cloud & Data & Analytics
migration. Our experienced team addresses
areas that include vendor & services
assessment, migration strategy and
approach, subscription models, integration,
data privacy, and governance.
truData’s iterative, end-to-end approach
starts with the identification of aligning
business objectives with technology
objectives, where cloud vendor capabilities
and services are aligned with
software/application vendors roadmaps.
Through our experienced group of recognized
enterprise technology professionals,
supported by an energized data management
and data science team, truData partners
with clients to maximize the opportunities
cloud services offer.

Deliverables
Typically truData’s Strategy and Roadmap
engagement is a four to six week effort,
culminating in a presentation to
Stakeholder’s detailing the following;
• Key business and IT objectives for Cloud
Analytics over the next 3-5 years
• Assessment of current BI & Data solutions
against leading services available
• Review of business analytical capabilities
to date and request for further analytical
maturity
• Alignment of the Business and Technology
objectives and preferred cloud vendor
solutions and services (such as AWS, Azure
and Google Cloud) for the user type and
reporting characteristic (descriptive vs
discovery)
• Alignment of analytical capabilities and
output to operational automation, insight
to automated action
• Proposed roadmap – migration scope and
approach, timeline, project cost and
resource plan.
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About Us
Headquartered in San Diego, CA
truData Solutions is a technology
services provider with extensive
Leading Practices across S/4HANA,
Cloud Transformation and Data and
Analytics. We partner with mid -size to
Fortune 10 clients, in their Digital
Transformation journey, ensuring
improved consumer insight, reduced
complexity whilst increasing revenues,
and streamlined processes. Our Service
Portfolio includes;

•
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•
•

Strategy and Roadmap
Full Lifecycle Implementation
Application Managed Services
Strategic Placement

For further information please
contact info@trudatasolutions.com
or call 1.833.truData
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